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Romance
Ruler of 7th: Mercury (Mental Agility.)
Ruler of 7th Asp: Me Sqr Mc (The Mind)
Rising Sign: Pisces (Sympathetic, compassionate.)
Closest MC: Moon (Reflective, responsive.)
Closest Asc: Pluto (Compulsive, powerful.)
Strongest Planet: Mercury (Mental Agility.)
Most Dignified: Mercury (Mental Agility.)

Geocentric
Tropical
Koch Houses

Positions:
Moon in Sagittarius in the 9th House
Sun in Virgo in the 6th House
Mercury in Virgo in the 7th House
Venus in Leo in the 6th House
Mars in Virgo in the 6th House
Jupiter in Sagittarius in the 9th House
Saturn in Sagittarius in the 9th House
Uranus in Cancer in the 4th House
Neptune in Libra in the 7th House
Pluto in Aquarius in the 11th House
Node in Aries in the 1st House
Midheaven in Sagittarius
Ascendant in Pisces
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Ruler of 7th House: Mercury
Sabian Symbol:
A suburbanite grins; an emergency call to the house of a neighbor frees him from some item of
household drudgery. RECTIFY

Mercury at 30ÒVirgo

People are your greatest interest. You want to understand how different people think and
experience life. You can talk for hours and your employment probably involves communication with
others (psychology, sales, teaching, etc).

Mercury in 7th House

Neptune in 7th House 
Having an idealistic view of others is a tendency. You often project a perfect, idealized image onto
others, consequently becoming disappointed later when you finally see them realistically. Others
may purposely deceive you, also.

Neptune in 7th House

Closest MC: Moon
You have a deep appreciation for the historical and ancient heritage of religious beliefs. You have
strong devotional feelings to an ideal, and also enjoy traveling and experiencing different
environments.

Moon in 9th House

Solitary activities like reading and meditation appeal to you. You often feel inhibited or alienated in
large groups, and you may find it difficult to express your feelings. Your demeanor is quiet,
unassuming, and you enjoy solitude.

Moon Conjunct Saturn (1°21')

You succeed in a career that brings you in contact with the public or large groups of people. You
are interested in inner, subjective, emotional experiences, so psychology and related fields appeal
to you.

Moon Conjunct Midheaven (1°33')

You are a strongly loving person. You are ready to help others with their personal needs whenever
necessary. You make others feel loved and appreciated even without trying, and you may not
realize what an important gift you have.

Moon Trine Venus (1°45')

On evenings and weekends you enjoy being home, visiting friends, or being in some other
pleasant surroundings. You are friendly, easy-going, generous, and enjoy comfort and relaxation.
Your kindness and warmth is well appreciated by others.

Moon Conjunct Jupiter (5°41')

Closest Asc: Pluto
You have a deep inner yearning to feel part of a community. Involvement in civic groups, clubs,
etc. Is very important to you, and you are not satisfied unless there is a sense of mutual purpose
and close feelings among the group members.

Pluto in 11th House
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Ruler of 7th House: Mercury
Sabian Symbol:
A suburbanite grins; an emergency call to the house of a neighbor frees him from some item of
household drudgery. RECTIFY

Mercury at 30ÒVirgo

A period of great mental activity and heightened communication with others begins now.
Intellectualism, the exchange of ideas, the idea of being smart as a fox: these things have special
appeal and importance.


Mercury in 1st House

Closest MC: Moon
A cycle of nostalgia and domesticity begins now emphasizing a need for security and a sense of
roots. Family, home, relatives, and real estate play a bigger part in your life. You want to belong on
a private, intimate, personal level... to be needed, and to feel it's okay to have needs.


Moon in 4th House

A great time to be with others and to work together. You may be perceived and sought after as just
the person for a particular job. Your management and directional abilities are in high focus.

Moon Trine Jupiter (1°36')

Closest Asc: Pluto
Big changes are afoot where your creative processes are concerned, as if you're tearing things
down to rebuild them anew - intense, perhaps driven. Romantic relationships have a fated,
charismatic element about them. Someone you love (or are infatuated with) is changed in a
fundamental way. Financial speculation can be risky, but offers big rewards.


Pluto in 5th House

A time when you may feel very passionate or when your feelings, emotions, and basic life urge
undergo change and possibly transformation. You feel more personal and direct and find that you
waste less time with hurt feelings than before.

Pluto Sextile Mars (1°28')

A time to really examine and analyze your dreams and ideals. It can be easy now to separate the
wheat from the chaff and get rid of much of the "pie in the sky" stuff you have bought along the
way. The results are solid goals that support you.

Pluto Sextile Neptune (2°43')

Your career is aided via a burst of intense concentration. You focus right through the nonessential
and settle on the heart the matter. Vocational decisions are furthered.

Pluto Trine Midheaven (4°08')
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